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Having achieved $60 billion in total payment volume
(TPV) through its platform in 2021, Razorpay has
registered over 3x growth for the second
consecutive year. Buoyed by this performance, the
company is targeting at 4x growth in volume and
revenue by 2022.  The company has launched
three new products: Magic Checkout, Tax Payment
and Razorpay Rize. Powering payments for around
32 unicorn companies in India, Razorpay handles 5
percent of India’s IMPS transactions every month
and is on track to reach 10 million businesses by
2022.

Evergrande, the Chinese property giant has been
declared in default by Fitch, one the world's biggest
credit rating agencies. The company had to repay
the interest on nearly $1.2 bn of international loans
on Monday but the amount had not been
transferred till Wednesday. Due to this, Fitch
declared it a defaulter on Thursday.
Evergrande went on to expand with hostility to
become one of China’s biggest companies by
borrowing around $300 bn. The problem arose
when Beijing brought in new rules to control the
amount owed by big real estate developers, due to
which Evergrande had to offer its properties at
major discounts to ensure incoming money to keep
the business afloat.
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03 BATTERY R&D CENTER
UNDER  $3.3BN
INVESTMENT BY VOLVO
CARS AND NORTHVOLT 

As part of a US$3.3 billion investment in battery
development and manufacturing, Volvo Cars and
Northvolt have signed a binding agreement to open
a joint research and development centre in
Gothenburg which will become operational in 2022.
The construction of a new manufacturing plant in
Europe will follow this establishment. The R&D
centre will produce next generation state-of-the-art
battery cells which will be specifically developed for
use in next generation pure electric Volvo and
Polestar cars. The exact location of the centre will
be confirmed by early 2022. Creating hundreds of
jobs in Gothenburg, this establishment will position
Volvo Cars as one of the automotive brands
making battery cell development and production
part of their end-to-end engineering capabilities.
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If we put that into context, the average amount of a
rate hike following a recession over the previous 40
years has been anything from 225 to 425 basis
points, according to Sullvian, Managing Director-
Asia Pacific Equity Research, JPMorgan. As a
result, we still anticipate considerable upside to
market expectations for Fed tightening, particularly
for central bank tightening, notably in the US.
Markets with high valuations, according to Sullivan,
are at risk. In terms of India, Sullivan claims that
the country has outpaced China by more than 40%
year-to-date. He pointed out that India and Taiwan
were outperformers in 2021.
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MARKETS PRICING IN
AROUND 125 BPS HIKE
IN RATES FROM NOW
TO 2024: JPMORGAN

NASSCOM MAKES
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On September 7, 2021, the RBI issued a circular
allowing the storage of restricted data for
transaction tracking and reconciliation reasons –
the last four digits of the actual card number and
the name of the card issuer. For a variety of
reasons, merchants need the first few digits of a
card (BIN range) to determine the network, issuer,
and card type. "Because BIN ranges are publicly
accessible information that cannot uniquely identify
a card, keeping the BIN range has no impact on
consumer security," Nasscom said in a statement
to the RBI on Thursday. BIN ranges are necessary
to determine whether or not EMI is supported by a
card network.
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03 RBI ENFORCES 20-DIGIT
LEI FOR CROSS-
BORDER DEALS ABOVE
RS 50 CRORE

The Reserve Bank of India made the 'Legal Entity
Identifier' essential for cross-border capital and
current account transactions of Rs 50 crore or more
on Friday. The LEI is a 20-digit number that helps
to improve the quality and accuracy of financial
data systems by uniquely identifying parties to
financial transactions throughout the world. The
identification norm has been phased in for
participants in OTC derivatives and non-derivative
markets, as well as major corporate borrowers and
significant value transactions in centralised
payment systems. Beginning October 1, 2022,
banks will be required to get the 'LEI' number from
resident entities (non-individuals) wishing to
conduct capital or current account activities.It would
be required for LEI holders to provide their number
in all transactions, regardless of transaction size.

BIN ranges are also useful for determining a
transaction's routing.The ranges also aid in the
identification of fraud. Furthermore, most offers
launched by individual banks against specific cards
have an aggregation requirement, such as 2-3
times per card for a set period of time or once per
card per merchant, and so forth.
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A ‘POOR’ AND ‘VERY
UNEQUAL’ INDIA 

Fitch Ratings in its economic growth forecast for
India , Global Economic Outlook 2021, thrashed to
8.4% in the financial year 2021-22 (FY22) but
raised the growth projection to 10.3% for FY23.
This comes in contrast to  its October 2021 rating
forecasts of 8.7% for FY22 and 10% for FY23. The
projections were released on 8th December 2021.
Fitch predicted that its growth projection in FY23  is
based on the assumption that a consumer-led
recovery and the easing of supply disruptions will
boost the growth. 

 

The Reserve Bank of India on 8th December,
maintained the status quo for the retail inflation to
be around 5.3% during the current fiscal year while
projecting the inflation trajectory. It may ease
further to 5% by Q1 of the next fiscal year, said Mr.
Das while announcing the last monetary policy of
this fiscal year. CPI inflation for 2021-22 is
projected at 5.3%; 5.1% for Q3 and 5.7% for Q4 ,
with risks being balanced broadly. Also, CPI
inflation is expected to ease to 5% in Q1 of 2022-
23 and remain stable at 5% in Q2. Further he
stated, reduction in the Excise duty and VAT on
petrol and diesel will help in reduction in inflation.

ECONOMY 
RBI PROJECTS CPI
INFLATION FOR FY22, SAYS
LIKELY TO PEAK IN Q4
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02 FITCH RATINGS REVISES
INDIA'S FY22 IN GLOBAL
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

India as per the World Inequality Report 2022 is a
poor and very unequal country with affluent elites.
The Report is written by Lucas Chancel who
serves as co-director of the World Inequality Lab,
and coordinated by several experts.It is found that
there exists an income gap of 1 to 22 between the
top 10% and the bottom 50% in 2021. This ratio in
the U.S.( the richest nation) is 1 to 17. The top 1%
of the population in India is owning more than 1/5th
of the total national income in 2021 whereas the
lower half is just earning 13.1%, The economic
reforms and liberalization adopted by India have
mostly benefited the top 1% the most, whereas
growth among low and middle income groups has
been sluggish. 
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The report strongly puts up views on the issue of
transparency of data announced by the
government stating during the past three years, the
government issued data on quality of inequality
data is concerning and has significantly
deteriorated, making it difficult to assess actual
inequality changes across times. Report also
mentions the prevailing high rate of Gender
Inequalities in the income distribution.

 



Russian President Vladimir Putin on 6th of
December 2021 visited India for the 21st bilateral
Annual Summit. This is attestation to the strategic
importance that Putin attaches to the relationship
with India. By this visit, Putin has delivered an
unambiguous message that notwithstanding the
doubts and speculation about the condition and
health of the India-Russia partnership, it continues
to be vibrant. The result of this brief visit was also
momentous. 28 agreements were signed between
the two sides, both at the government and the
private sector level. They clearly demonstrate the
extensive gamut of bilateral engagement. The first
2+2 Dialogue between the defence and foreign
ministers of the two countries took place. It
provided a chance to share views about the current
security, political and economic situation in the
world. Ample attention was paid to trade and
investment relations. Putin’s short but highly
consequential and meaningful visit and launch of
the 2+2 Dialogue have infused new energy and
dynamism into the bilateral partnership. Despite a
few areas of divergence between the two sides, the
convergences are much larger. The faith between
PM Modi and President Putin will keep on
navigating the Indo-Russia relations and make it
better and more robust.

PUTIN'S VISIT TO INDIA
STRENGTHENS STRATEGIC
AUTONOMY STANCE

PRICE PRESSURES PUSHES
JAPAN’S WHOLESALE
INFLATION TO RECORD
HIGH
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In November, Japan's wholesale inflation had set a
record of 9% which has pushed gains for a ninth
straight month. It is a sign og upward pressure on
prices from supply bottlenecks and shows that raw
material costs that were rising have started
broadening. The annual rise in CGPI was at the
fastest pace since the availability of comparable
data in 1981. On one hand where Japan has not
been immune against the impact of rising
commodity inflation, the firms have been cautious
continuously about high prices for consumers as
cost-sensitive households may hold back on
spending. Core consumer prices rose just 0.1% in
October from a year earlier.
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02 CDF BIPIN RAWAT PASSES
AWAY IN AN IAF
HELICOPTER CRASH

On Wednesday, An Indian Air Force helicopter
crashed in Coonoor district of Tamil Nadu. The
Chief of Defence Staff, General Bipin Rawat along
with his wife was on board the chopper. Thirteen
people have been reported dead in the accident.
The IAF has ordered an enquiry into the case to
bring forth the reasons for the incident. Bipin
Rawat; the defense minister claimed that the
general will be cremated with full military honors.
The US Defence secretary mentioned Rawat sir as
one of the most valued partners for Washington.
His untimely demise has left not only Indians but
the whole world in deep sorrow and grief. He was a
gem. Heroes never die and he will always remain in
all Indian hearts. 
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Meta Platforms (formerly Facebook) cryptocurrency
wallet, Novi now allows users to do transactions
through Meta’s Whatsapp. The program has not
been open to everyone but is in testing and open to
a limited number of users in the United States of
America. There has been immense work going on
by Meta to improve it’s crypto wallet but has been
forced to scale back its global plans for rolling out a
digital currency called Diem due to regulatory
concerns. There are no transaction fees in payment
through the novi wallet. The user policy has not
changed in order to use the wallet through
Whatsapp. 
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META'S WHATSAPP WILL
ALLOW CRYPTO PAYMENTS
THROUGH NOVI WALLET IN
THE U.S.

LUXURY TOURISM
INDUSTRY LATCHING
ONTO BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
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 With the increase of crypto-millionaires in the year
2021, the market size has increased and the
appetite for new experiences as well. The travel
and tourism stands to benefit from this market as
these investors want to pay using cryptocurrencies
for their travelling desires. The luxury tourism
market is increasingly adopting and using
blockchain technology. Recently, a new project was
announced by the global platform LynKey—a
luxury resort and vacation property with blockchain
and AI—for tokenizing and offering NFT solutions
which are worth $8 billion for travel and tourism. 
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5G TESTBED MAY BE ROLLED
OUT IN EARLY JANUARY:
TELECOM SECRETARY

In early January, the government is planning to roll
out a 5G test bed. This move will allow small and
medium enterprises as well as other industry
shareholders to test their solutions on a working
platform. A multi-institute collaborative project was
set up in 2018 by DoT at a total cost of ₹224 crore
to set up a 5G test bed. A test bed includes various
verticals of a specific environment including
hardware, software, operating system and network
configuration to test a product or service. The
spectrum has been allotted to Reliance Jio, Bharti
Airtel, Vodafone Idea and MTNL by the Department
of Communications for 5G trials. Among these
companies, a few foreign companies like Ericsson,
Samsung and Nokia etc. are engaged in these
trials. C-DoT and some other domestic firms are
also developing indigenous 5G products. 

By providing a blockchain-powered token
marketplaceIt the project creates smart contracts to
digitise luxury resorts and properties at multiple
destinations. LynKey through an international
blockchain-powered ecosystem is looking to
tokenize all aspects of property development from
purchases to leases to land use as well as related
tourism entertainment.
The luxury tourism industry is expecting a double
digit growth due to large scale global vaccination
drives. Blockchain and crypto-ready companies
seem to be in a better position to capitalize on the
increased demand from crypto users and the
traditional travel community.
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Hope you enjoyed the content. 
Stay tuned for the next edition!

Thank you for reading!


